


  
  

202       LOOKING FORWARD 

  
Still, it is unlikely  that  the genie can be put back in the bottle. Not only immi- 
grants and  those who advocate on their behalf, but also organized  labor and a 
growing number  of employers (strange bedfellows indeed!) strongly support re- 
forms that would create a path to legalization for the nation's twelve million 
undocumented immigrants. In general,  elites are far more  positively inclined 
toward expansive immigration policies, but polling data suggest that legalization 
for the undocumented also has extensive public support.• If and when immigration 
reform is achieved, it will further magnify the political influence of the foreign- 
born  population. And ·insofar as anti-immigrant animus remains strongly asso- 
ciated with the Republican  Party, the growing Latino vote will be harvested  pri- 
marily by Democrats-with vital assistance from organized labor,whose political 
reach remains  far more substantial than  its relentlessly declining membership 
might suggest. 

These political dynamics, which helped fuel the spring 2.006 marches and were 
reinforced  jn their wake, were prefigured a decade earlier by events in California. 
That state not only has the nation's single largest concentration of unauthorized 
immigrants but also has been on the leading edge of immigrant worker organiz- 
ing and immigrant rights advocacy for decades. In coalition with organized labor, 
Latino immigrants have become a formidableJorce in California  politics, espe- 
cially in tb years since 1994, when a large majority of the state's voters endorsed 
the anti-immigrant Proposition 187.That ballot measure would have denied pub- 
lic services (including schooling)  to undocumented immigrants had it not been 
struck down by the courts as unconstitutional. 

In a pattern  strikingly similar  to the impact of the Sensenbrenner bill (H.R. 
4437) passed by the U.S. House of Representatives in December 2005, Proposition 
187 deeply alarmed  both authorized and unauthorized immigrants and sparked 
large-scale  popular  protests. In Los Angeles, the anti-187 street demonstrations 
in 1994 were (at the time) the largest since the Vietnam  War. But Proposition 187 
had other-albeit  unintended-consequences as well, most importantly stimu- 
lating a wave of reactive naturalization that greatly increased  the proportion of 
citizens among  California's legal  immigrants. The newly eligible voters  thus 
created landed overwhelmingly in the Democratic column, thanks to the widely 
publicized endorsement of Proposition 187 by Republican governor Pete Wilson, 
who also signed the measure in.to law. Especially in Los Angeles, the organized 
labor movement quickly seized this opportmlity to extend its influence into the 
electoral  arena  by actively  helping  newly naturalized immigrants register  to 
vote and then encouraging them to go to the polls and to vote for labor-friendly 
candidates. 

The parallels between the-grassroots re c;tion to  Proposition 187 and  that  to 
H.R. 4437 eleven years later suggest  the prospect that  the political drama.that 
unfolded  in California  in the mid-1990S might now  be reenacted  on  the more 
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spacious national stage. As if to signal precisely that outcome, many of the May 1, 
2oo6, demonstrators carried signs declaring,"Hoy marchamos, manana votamos" 
(Today we march, tomorrow we vote).Shortly afterward, the We Are America Al- 
liance and a host of other organizations-including organized labor-launched 
naturalization and  voter registration  drives,  which had already begun  to yield 
fruit  by the 2006 midterm elections and also contributed to the outcome of the 
2oo8 presidential  contest. The trajectory  of immigrant organizing and political 
incorporation in California  over the past decade, then, offers a guide to the likely 
national implications of the 1006 marches-or at least to one possible scenario. 
  
  

IMMIGRANT UNION ORGANIZING 
  
That trajectory began with the unionization efforts of Latino immigrant workers 
in Southern California, a development that took nearly everyone by surprise when 
it first emerged in the late 1980s. Most observers had presumed  that the massive 
stream  of undocumented Mexicans and Central Americans who entered Califor- 
nia after the passage of the Hart-Celler -Act in 1965 would have little or no interest 
in or impact on the organized labor movement.2 With union density plunging at 
the time,  both nationally  and in California, organized  labor's obituary already 
had been written  many times over. Early o·n, moreover, many union leaders ex- 
pressed hostility to the new immigrants, who were regarded as a threat  to hard- 
won labor standards. 

Yet, by century's end, the labor movement had been unexpectedly revitalized in 
the nation's most populous state, with union density inching upward there even as 
it continued to decline relentlessly in the United States as a whole.A wave of Latino 
immigrant unionization efforts in Southern  California starting in the late 198os 
was among the key ingredients contributing to thisshift.3 The iconic example is the 
Justice for· Janitors campaign  launched  by the Service Employees International 
Union (SEIU), an•effort that made its first major breakthrough in Los Angeles in 
1990 and went on to consolidate its gains thereafter. Foreign-born workers in other 
industries and occupations-from construction to manufacturing and hospital- 
ity to home health care and other service industries-also organized in the 199os, 
when many thousands joined union ranks.To be sure, even in the aftermath of these 
organizing  successes, the  unionization rate among  immigrants remains  lower 
than among U.S.-born workers for a variety of reasons (most importantly, because 
so few immigrants are employed in the highly unionized  public sector).4 But the 
potential for recruiting low-wage immigrant workers into unions is widely recog- 
nized inside the labor movement today-as was the case well before the spring 2006 
marches. 

As immigrant unionization gained  traction  in Los Angeles and elsewhere in 
California, another kind  of organizing among  foreign-born workers was also 
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